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Abstract: The evolution of small drone technology raises new challenges regarding personal privacy due to the acquisition and flight of unlicensed small drones. Many of these small drones are controlled over Wi-Fi connection making them inexpensive and easy to control. Latest discoveries in vulnerabilities of wireless network protocols give us the advantage to use cyber-attacks as a method of defense. This paper is addressing general audience on how to create a personal shield against small drones with the advantage of being nonintrusive to the other surrounding wireless networks and, at the same time, protecting your personal privacy of a rogue drone.
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1. Introduction

Small drone technology is developing really fast and it’s becoming more popular than ever. With small comes the challenge of using more light components and small chips to control them. The 802.11 b/g/n wireless network standard is widely used for controlling drones. The basic control of a quadcopter is done over 4 channels.

Types of drones: recreational vs. commercial

Recreational: this types of drones are also called mini or micro drones (under 250 g) and they are pretty inexpensive, with prices from $30 to $150.

Commercial or professional: used for aerial photography, thermal vision, 3D mapping for construction companies, agriculture, with prices starting from $2000 and more. Usually you cannot fly these drones without a drone pilot license [4].

The use of both types of drones is strictly regulated in every county to protect important sites and privacy of individuals [5].

Using high end drones that are also equipped with GPS is relatively easy and you cannot fly over critical sites and forbidden areas like airports due to geotagging restrictions embedded in their software [6]. The example is presented in Figure 1.
Fig. 1. Example of DJI drone manufacturer GEO zones that prohibit flight over protected site

**Counter drone technologies classification:**
2. Drone countermeasures equipment: Physically destroying the drone, neutralizing the drone, Taking control of the drone.

Neutralizing the drone: RF jammers, GPS spoofers, High Power Microwave Devices, High Energy Lasers [9]. Almost all of this neutralizing solutions present higher disadvantages like higher costs, bigger power consumption and being disruptive to the surrounding networks and devices. They are mainly intended for military and law enforcement purposes.

But the problem remains with recreational drones that don’t have GPS and can fly unrestrictedly. One of the studies prove that safeguarding a specific site can be done using multiple platforms of raspberry pi computers that detect and take control of drones flying over [7], [8].

However a more portable (carry in the pocket) solution is needed for individual protection and so a raspberry pi zero computer connected to a power bank will do that.

Using a smartphone and a SSH session for the raspberry pi zero we can effectively stop a rogue drone.

This approach exploits the fact that the mode of communication between the drone and its master is wireless. The main goal of existing tools is to disrupt the communication between the drone and its master intentionally by causing interferences or collisions at the receiver side.

Considering the fact that every access point is aware of his „neighbors” so that it can avoid collisions on radio channels we can use a feature called „monitor mode”. By reverse engineering this „flaw” we now have a tool for selectively scanning and attacking a target, in our case the AP of a drone.

Basically a drone is actually a flying Access Point.
Practical solution and experimentation

How: using the vulnerability of unprotected management frames later stipulated by the 802.11 w standard [1].

Type: Denial-of-service attack through forged disassociations and deauthentications.

Hardware: raspberry pi zero w, power bank, victim drone (global drone exa GD89).

Software: kali linux pentester edition for raspberry pi zero w, airodump-ng, aireplay-ng suite [2]. The system implementation is presented in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Raspberry Pi Zero W equipped with wireless card capable of packet injection

Fig. 3. Small low cost drone Global EXA GD 89

Relatively low cost drone using only Wi-Fi control and video transmission (global drone exa GD89)

The experimental target drone is presented in Figure 3.

The most spread out antidrone solutions imply either use of excess radiofrequency that will disturb the wireless surroundings or GPS spoofing and emissions so that the drone will be confused of its actual position.

The use of excess radiofrequency power is strictly forbidden and GPS spoofing will not be effective for cheap drones not having GPS.

So the best way is to use cyber-attacks.

Due to the fact that the internal wireless card of the raspberry pi zero has a limited range it’s more suited to use any USB wireless card that can work in monitor mode (promiscuous mode) and packet injection [10].
• Description

**Airmon-ng** is a script used to enable monitor mode on wireless interfaces [11].
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**Fig. 4. Enabling monitor mode for the wireless interface [11]**

In Figure 4 the Ralink MT7601U chipset is capable of working in monitor mode and packet injection.
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**Fig. 5. Packet injection capability test**

Figure 5 specifies how using "**airdump-ng**" command enables scanning for wireless networks in our surroundings. This will work only if our wireless card is working in "monitor mode" [12].
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**Fig. 6. Scanning for wireless access points and stations**
In Figure 6 we can see the Access Point of a drone and the station associated with it.
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**Fig. 7. Wireless controlled drone discovered and the MAC address**

Figure 7 presents the MAC address of the drone we now can selectively target and deauth the drone.
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**Fig. 8. International database of drone MAC producers**

Figure 8 presents the producer of this drone according to international regulations [14].
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**Fig. 9. Attacking the drone over a wireless connection**

This solution can be repeated indefinitely and can disable a rogue drone without interfering with any other device. The main purpose is to „disable” the drone from moving forward not to take it down. The example is presented in Figure 9.

The name „personal shield” resembles the fact that this kind of solution creates a barrier for the drone so it cannot continue to move towards you. The great advantage is that it is effective regardless of the encryption level of the wireless link between the master and the drone.

- **Future work**

Creating a script so that the scanning and attacking feature to work automatically when detecting a specific drone MAC (if it's in my wireless range it means it's invading my privacy).
Exploring more types of wireless attack vectors like: ARP poisoning, buffer overflow, downgrade attacks, port scans and obtaining a „shell”.

2. Conclusions

By using this kind of device you can control the wireless environment surrounding you. Small drones create access points and are controlled via wireless connections. Cyber-attacks can be extremely efficient against this kind of devices and present an even greater advantage of being nonintrusive to the other wireless networks nearby.

The aim is to disable a rogue drone so it cannot communicate with its master without interfering with the surrounding environment. Scanning the MAC address of a drone will enable a directed attack, making this kind of device efficient and reliable.

To effectively prevent a deauthentication attack, both client and access point must support the 802.11w standard with protected management frames (PMF). This standard is rarely used and so creates the perfect conditions for this kind of method.

This solution is addressing the problem of dealing with the majority of inexpensive drones controlled only on Wi-Fi channels, not having GPS geotagging restrictions and being able to fly even in airports.

This is a personal „carry in the pocket” solution that can be powered from a simple small power bank!
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